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said. “It’s great that she comes
from a small school. We haven’t
had that in a while.”
Because of a bill signed by
Schweitzer Wednesday, Melvin
will have one year instead of three
to make her mark on the Montana
University System. House Bill
206 reduced the term of the student regent from three years to
one, but that doesn’t mean Melvin
can’t be reappointed.
“The regent can be reappointed,
they just have to go through the
same process they did before,”
UM student lobbyist Denver
Henderson said. “It’s a good thing

The contingent opposed to
amending the marijuana de-prioritization initiative lost the battle,
but they’re not surrendering quietly.
Since the Missoula Board of
County Commissioners voted to
exclude felony marijuana offenses from the initiative on March
21, opponents of that decision
have been vocal in their disappointment. Hundreds of posts on
popular political blogs, including
Slashdot,
Instapundit
and
Grupthink, decry what the bloggers consider a blow to justice.
In the real world, they have
been no more restrained.
Missoula County Attorney Fred
Van Valkenburg, who proposed
the amendment, said he has heard
more protests over the amendment than any other issue in his
career, and much of it has been
vitriolic.
“I kind of just quit looking to
even see what they had to say,” he
said. “Some of it was so nasty; it
just sort of lacks credibility when
people engage in that kind of rhetoric.”
Prior to their vote, county commissioners held a public hearing
on the issue. At the beginning of
the hearing, Van Valkenburg said
one reason he felt an amendment
was necessary was that he had a
“gut feeling” that voters didn’t
understand the scope of the initiative. Both during that meeting and
on blogs since, amendment opponents lambasted Van Valkenburg
for the subjective reasoning.
Van Valkenburg said he has no
regrets about using that phrase,
though. Opponents have focused
on those words to the exclusion of
other arguments, and are using it
as a sound bite, he said.
“I think it’s a rallying cry and
little more,” he said.
Jean Curtiss, one of two commissioners who voted to accept
the amendment, said she has also
received a number of e-mails that
have a venomous tone.
“They’re some of the nastiest
I’ve gotten,” she said.
Curtiss said she has also heard
from several people who support
the amendment.
“The majority of people I’ve
talked to have said, ‘I don’t really
care if somebody has a baggie of
marijuana and smokes a joint
once in a while to relax,’” she
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Clean-coal technology is not
new and it isn’t clean either, said
the three members of the opposition in a debate held Wednesday
evening at the UC Theater.
The UM debate team divided
into two groups, one taking the
side of Gov. Brian Schweitzer’s
administration, which is in favor
of developing clean-coal technology in Montana, and one opposing it. Clean-coal technology is
part of a larger “clean and green”
energy initiative the governor has
been promoting for more than a
year and would like to implement
in Montana.
Jessica Reynolds, a senior who
argued with the opposition, said
that any form of coal mining is
antiquated and even a modernized
approach is only an attempt to fix
a broken system and would lead
inevitably to environmental devastation.
She said the only short-term
and long-term answer is to immediately switch to alternative
sources of energy.
The side representing the
Schweitzer administration argued
in return that Montana and the
U.S. are dependent on coal, and
the best thing to do for Montana,
the U.S. and the rest of the world
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Gov. picks new regent
UM junior Jon Muir rides his unicycle along a concrete barrier in front of the University Theatre Wednesday. Muir is recovering from
an Achilles’ heel injury sustained from riding down the M-trail on his unicycle, but he hopes to be able to complete the entire trail
soon.

Schweitzer chooses first Tech student in more than a decade
CHANDRA JOHNSON
MONTANA KAIMIN

Gov.
Brian
Schweitzer
announced Wednesday that he has
chosen the first Montana Tech student in more than 10 years as the
new student regent.
Kerra Melvin, 20, an accounting major at Montana Tech in
Butte, will be the student representative on the Montana Board of
Regents, the governing body that
oversees Montana’s public institutions of higher education.
Melvin, who is currently working on a legislative internship in
Helena, said she was thrilled to be
chosen.

“The most important issue I’d
like to address during my term is
accessibility of education in
Montana,” Melvin said. “Just
making sure everyone who wants
an education gets the education
they want and need.”
ASUM
President Andrea
Helling was in Helena when
Melvin’s
appointment
was
announced. While Helling said
she had hoped University of
Montana candidate Neal DuBois
would be chosen, she expressed
confidence in Melvin.
“Our number one choice was
Neal, but Kerra will do a great job
representing students,” Helling
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U.S. should end occupation

doors with M-16s in the middle of
the night in any way democratic?
All this is being done by the same
globalists
(Democrat
and
Republican) who established the
GPS-tracked RFID Card (coming
in May 2008). They also want to
put a small microchip (advertised
by FOX “NEWS”) under everyone’s skin! All in the name of
“national security” when they
actually perpetrated Sept. 11.
WAKE UP AND STAND
AGAINST THIS TYRANNY
BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE!!!!
They’ve already bashed the BILL
OF RIGHTS with the Patriot Act!

E d i to r i a l
Bush has little room not
to listen to Congress
Last week, the United States Senate passed an emergency warspending bill that would require the withdrawal of U.S. combat
troops from Iraq by the end of March 2008. The House of
Representatives passed a spending bill with a similar timetable.
Though differences in the bills need to be reconciled before the
spending bill can be sent to the White House, it’s almost certain
that the bill Congress puts on President Bush’s desk will contain a
section requiring a phased withdrawal of troops from Iraq.
Bush, of course, has vowed to veto any legislation that even
mentions withdrawal, and has lambasted Democrats for holding up
funding for the troops for political reasons. But Bush has long since
squandered the political capital he bragged about after his re-election, and it may be time for him to take Congress’ “no” for an
answer.
For the past four years, Bush has asserted that setting a timetable
for withdraw will only embolden the enemy, essentially telling alQaida that they can outlast the strongest military in the world if
they could just hang on for a few months. In regards to the war in
Afghanistan, he was right. Telling rogue regimes and terrorist
organizations with no allegiances or national loyalty when we
would give up would be disastrous.
But this argument never held any water in Iraq, where the goal
was to depose a brutal dictator who was supposedly stockpiling
weapons of mass destruction.
That argument, like so many others Bush has put forth, has been
proven false. Now the violence has been characterized by infighting for political control of the country. Moderating a civil war is
not the mission our troops were sent on, and Bush knows it.
Still, he continues to cast Iraq as the central front in the War on
Terror, telling us that leaving Iraq will ensure more attacks on
American soil. As support for the war continues to erode, officials
such as embattled Attorney General Alberto Gonzales and Scooter
Libby make headlines that further the American public’s distrust
for Bush’s policies and administration as a whole.
After six years of half-truths, evaded questions, little or no
accountability and flat-out lies, the administration no longer has a
leg to stand on. The failing war in Iraq will define Bush’s presidency, and accepting Congress’ calls for withdrawal may be the only
way to salvage what little dignity his legacy has left.
– Sean Breslin,
news editor

The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should
be about 700 words. Please include contact phone number
when submitting letters and guest columns. Please e-mail
both to letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off
in Journalism 107.

Pissed off?
Mad as hell?

Incensed?
Write a letter to the Editor.
letters@kaimin.umt.edu

M ONTANA K AIMIN

The Montana Kaimin, in its 109th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.umt.edu or drop them off
in Journalism 107

E DITOR

What William Selph and other
Republicans don’t understand
(Democrats
too)
is
that
Montanans are against this military
OCCUPATION
(www.INFOWARS.com) of Iraq
and Afghanistan. We Montanans
decided to send the White House a
message by putting Jon Tester and
Max Baucus into office and stopping the occupation!
One of the facts the mainstream
media don’t tell you is there’s no
war going on in Iraq. It’s OCCUPATION. The FBI and CIA have
been training agents to dress up
like typical-looking “terrorists”
and bomb mosques and set car
bombs? They did it in Iran when
Mossadeq
was
in
office
(www.INFOWARS.com). Why
now? To keep us there, so we have
to “stabilize” Iraq with National
Guard troops who aren’t supposed

to be there, some of whom are
being put up by the Pentagon to
stage their own terror attacks!
The whole idea of invading the
Middle East (with a false premise)
was to further the establishment of
the NEW WORLD ORDER. And
this is not democratic, my friends.
How is invading a country (one
that had nothing to do with the
government-run COUP of Sept.
11) without provocation and then
denying farmers the right to plant
their own noncorporate crops, putting them in jail for speaking out
against the new “puppet” government and then crashing down their
ing the election process to suit

I would like to solicit help from
a local attorney to sue the county
commissioners office for deleting
my vote in November, as if my
vote were ignored or changed dur-

– Matt Beard,
senior, video production and
acting

entailed. I will be seeking mone-

office has the ability to change
what the majority of voters elected, but that they can get away with
it. I want to send the message that
I’m neither illiterate nor misinformed about what Initiative 2

sioners who voted to change my
vote illegally.
– John Lehman,
Missoula resident

Voters knew what they 2, March 22), to argue that voters with contempt after doing so.
didn’t realize the initiative applied
Servants who don’t respect the
were voting for on I-2
It’s unreasonable for County
Attorney Fred Van Valkenburg
and Missoula county commissioners as opponents of Initiative 2
(commissioners vote to amend I-

Preachers leave out
tolerance, compassion
This letter is in reference to the
group of men who gathered
between the UC and the library on
Monday to inform us about the
fire and brimstone that God was
so eager to lay upon us. I have
never felt the presence of such
hatred and evil in my entire life.
These men took turns screaming
about the power of the almighty
and his eagerness to condemn
mankind to an eternity of damnation in a lake of fire. This seems to
have become a growing trend with
religion in this country.
It appears as if the religious
affiliation has been split down the
middle, with Ted Haggard and the
utterly chilling cast of “Jesus

to felonies when they supported it,
in order to amend the law.
Citizens recognize how ridiculous
cannabis (marijuana) laws are and
took the time to cast their votes,
and they should not be treated

will of the people should be
replaced.

Camp” on one side, and the rest of
us scratching our heads, wondering what went wrong, on the other.
These men claim to preach the
word of God and his only son
Jesus Christ, yet God is said to be
behind us with a large sword waiting for the moment to slice man in
two for punishment of his sins.
Being raised Roman Catholic,
although I have drifted from the
church as of late, these men teach
nothing of the fundamentals of
Christianity. They make God out
to be a power-drunk tyrant, eager
to murder all of mankind for their
sins against the church, and speak
nothing about compassion and tolerance that the Bible preaches (I
think it’s somewhere near the
back). When dealing with men
fanatical as they were, I am forced

to quote Gandhi: “I like your
Christ, I do not like your
Christians. Your Christians are so
unlike your Christ.” Although I
am not a believer of organized
religion, I believe in some sort of
higher power that will hopefully
have the answers to my questions.
I have understood that these men
will be here all week, and I will
continue to walk past listening to
rants about hate and prejudice,
wondering to myself how a message that started off so peacefully
can be twisted in such a way to
promote everything wrong with
the world today.

a homosexual; I apologize for any

our campus be your idea of

Truthfully,
Stan White,
Dillon, Colo.

– Ryan Hennen,
junior, information systems

Intolerant Christians do not Christian who has ever viewed Christianity or of the teachings of
you as only a homosexual and not Jesus. I plead that you find it in
represent all Christians
To the University of Montana
Campus,
As a Christian I would like to
take a moment to apologize to the
University of Montana. I apologize for the hatred and harm being
spread by people claiming to be
followers of Jesus on our campus.
I apologize to any person who is
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simply another human being that
God loves. I apologize to any person who has felt condemned by
the people claiming to follow
Jesus on this campus. I apologize
for all of the Christian’s shortcomings in regards to loving everyone
on this campus.
I plead to all of you that you
may not let the recent activity on
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your hearts to forgive all the centuries of injustices committed by
Christians and recognize that as
Christians we are still magnificently flawed and unrighteous and
in dire need of forgiveness.
– Brandon Cloud,
sophomore, history
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Fun & Games
Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to

accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.
If we find a factual error we will correct it.

News
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ASUM passes resolution boycotting Pickle Barrel
ASHLEY ZUELKE
MONTANA KAIMIN

ASUM unanimously passed a
resolution at its Wednesday
evening meeting that demands the
elimination of The Pickle Barrel
as a UMoney vendor for at least
one year and urges students to
boycott the eatery.
ASUM
enthusiastically
approved the resolution in
response to a March 17 incident
involving a Pickle Barrel employee refusing service to a Saudi
Arabian student attending the
University of Montana.
The
Muslim
Student
Association alleges that the
refusal of service to the student
was discrimination, but authorities
called to the scene said they found
it wasn’t the case.
“I feel so sad; I feel that it was

unfair,” Abdulazaiz Aljama said to
the senate in Arabic, using a translator. Aljama is currently attending UM’s English Language
Institute.
Muslim Student Association
President Ryan Fries said everything transpired “due to the
owner’s indiscretion.” The owner
“refused to apologize and spread
lies through the newspaper,” he
added, referencing an April 4
Missoulian article.
John Wells, owner of the Pickle
Barrel, defended his manager’s
decision in the Missoulian article,
saying Aljama threatened him.
According to representatives
from MSA, the manager refused
Aljama service because he maintained Aljama drunkenly threatened him downtown one weekend
night.
Fries said he knows Aljama has-

n’t “touched a drop of alcohol in
his life.”
“Abdulaziz is one of the best
people in Missoula. He’s a leader
for us (the MSA),” Fries said.
Sen. Eric Shultz, who coauthored the resolution, said,
“When they refused service to him
(Aljama), they refused service to
all students.”
In other ASUM business, the
senate approved two resolutions
that will send an ASUM activity
fee increase and a KBGA student
radio fee increase to this month’s
ASUM general election ballot.
The ASUM Senate approved
17-3 a resolution in support of a
$3 per semester ASUM activity
fee increase that students will vote
on at the end of this month. The
fee increase will potentially bring
the total ASUM activity fee to $33
per semester.

NOW HIRING!
The Montana Kaimin is seeking applicants for
all newsroom positions next semester.
For more information, or to pick up an
application, go to Journalism 206.

ASUM
President Andrea
Helling said the fee increase
would enable ASUM to continue
funding student groups and maintain student services. She attributed the fee increase to the minimum wage increase and rising
employee benefit costs.
“The fee increase would make
sure our student groups have
healthy budgets, because healthy
budgets make strong student
groups and strong student groups
contribute to the diversity of this
campus,” Helling said.
Also, the senate, by a 20-2 vote,
passed a resolution sending a $1
per semester KBGA student radio
fee increase to student referendum. The fee increase would bring
the total KBGA fee to $6 per
semester next year if approved.
In other business, the senate
upheld an Elections Committee

recommendation by an 11-4 vote
for the Jose Diaz-Shandi
Torgerson ASUM executive campaign to surrender its banner
hanging in the UC atrium. The
elections committee found that the
banner was in direct violation of
ASUM bylaws that prohibit holding a place in the UC to hang a
campaign banner.
Elections Committee Chair
Rikki Gregory said Jose Diaz put
up a banner advertising the Kappa
Sigma fraternity last week to hold
a place in the atrium for him to
hang his campaign banner this
week.
Diaz said the confiscation of his
banner is the equivalent of a $26
fine and will severely damage his
campaign. “I don’t think the punishment fits the crime,” Diaz said,
adding he was unaware he violated any bylaws.

Iran releases sailors
as an ‘Easter gift’
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) –President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad defused a
growing confrontation with
Britain, announcing the surprise
release of 15 captive British
sailors Wednesday and then gleefully accepting the crew’s thanks
and handshakes in what he called
an Easter gift.
British Prime Minister Tony
Blair expressed “profound relief”
over the peaceful end to the 13day crisis. “Throughout we have
taken a measured approach – firm
but calm, not negotiating, but not
confronting either,” Blair said in
London, adding a message to the
Iranian people that “we bear you
no ill will.”
The announcement in Tehran
was a breakthrough in a crisis that
had escalated over nearly two
weeks, raising oil prices and fears

of military conflict in the volatile
region. The move to release the
sailors suggested that Iran’s hardline leadership decided it had
shown its strength but did not
want to push the standoff too far.
Iran did not get the main thing it
sought – a public apology for
entering Iranian waters. Britain,
which said its crew was in Iraqi
waters when seized, insists it
never offered a quid pro quo,
either, instead relying on quiet
diplomacy.
Syria, Iran’s close ally, said it
played a role in winning the
release. “Syria exercised a sort of
quiet diplomacy to solve this
problem and encourage dialogue
between the two parties,” Syrian
Foreign Minister Walid alMoallem said in Damascus.

www.montanakaimin.com
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GLIMPSES OF GHANA

Public transportation proves source of cooperation, socialization
SHANE MCMILLAN
MONTANA KAIMIN

Imagine clambering through
an African market all day.
Emerging from the crowd onto
the street, you spot your ride
home: a crowded minivan called
a tro-tro. Sitting in the midst of
the van full of Africans, you look
out the window as the African
bush flies.
Getting around Africa has
always proven an adventure, and
these days are no exception.
With an economy that doesn’t
allow for most people to have a
vehicle, transportation has taken
on a more cooperative sense than
in the Western world.
The tro-tro and shared taxi are
how most Ghanaians get around
when making longer treks. Other
countries have other solutions:
The neighboring lands Togo and
Benin are flooded with motorcycles and motorcycle-taxis. Other
countries with large rivers use
ferries to get around.
By American standards the
fares for journeys are pretty
cheap, even considering that
Ghanaians pay around twice as
much for gas. Trotting around
the city, most fares are around 50
cents. A three- or four-hour trotro ride runs about $4. Just don’t
expect to be that comfortable; to
fit the maximum number of people in the seat, they are sometimes just a few inches apart.
Most of the vans come from
Europe and many still bear the
insignia of German and Dutch

companies on their
sides. A few are even
converted
ambulances. This generally seems to go unnoticed, as a majority
of other vehicles
here are also secondhanders from mainland Europe.
Running a tro-tro
takes two. The drivers are generally in
charge of navigating
the
sometimesaggressive traffic.
The driver also tends
to be in charge of
music, which can
range from Bob
Marley to Garth
Brooks to Celine
Dion to gospel hits,
and that’s just in one
journey.
In charge of fares
and passengers is a
man called the
Photo by Shane McMillan
“mate.” At stops, the Shared passenger vans, called tro-tros, stop at a station near the University of Ghana in Legon. Beside the tro-tro station is a taxi station and a market, in essence a onemate leans out the stop transportation depot and shopping center.
window and shouts
the van’s destination. He taps on political problems while en first involves sometimes intense is out of reach for a majority of
the door telling the driver to stop route.
and drawn-out bargaining. Still, the population, tro-tros and taxis
to let passengers on or off.
With the economy getting bet- getting from one end of the capi- have proved a popular solution.
Though most people in the ter, taxis have become much tal to the other can cost as little Though sometimes dangerous,
tro-tro don’t converse, there is more common on the streets of as $5.
they can be afforded by most of
often a din of conversation. Ghana. However, higher fuel
Many taxis work from cooper- the population and get the job
Arguments with the mate over prices have cut their business. atives that are based at tro-tro done, an African solution to a
fares or the driver’s erratic driv- Many Ghanaians reflect that stations. Many of them are actu- global problem.
ing sometimes get everyone before gas prices rose they would ally owned by police officers,
involved. It’s not uncommon to often not ask the price until the which allows their drivers
hear people discussing anything end of their journey.
incredible freedom on the road.
from celebrity gossip to serious
Nowadays, getting in a taxi
In a place where owning a car

Sentence reduction sought for Lindh
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) – The
lawyer and parents of Americanborn Taliban soldier John Walker
Lindh asked President Bush on
Wednesday to commute his 20year prison term, citing the case of
an Australian man who was sentenced to less than a year for aiding terrorism.
Lindh, 26, was captured in
Afghanistan in November 2001
by American forces sent to topple

the Taliban after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. He was charged
with conspiring to kill Americans
and support terrorists but pleaded
guilty to lesser offenses, including
carrying weapons against U.S.
forces.
Lindh’s lawyer and father said
the lighter sentence given to
Australian David Hicks should be
reflected in Lindh’s case.
“It is a question of proportional-

Montana Kaimin

ity. It is a question of fairness, and
it is a question of the religious
experience John Walker Lindh
had,” attorney James Brosnahan
said. “And it was not in any way
directed at the United States.”
Lindh converted to Islam and
went to Afghanistan to fight for
the Taliban against the Northern
Alliance, which received U.S.
backing.
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Grad students meet
to fight credit policy
RACHEL COOK
MONTANA KAIMIN

Students concerned about a new
policy that requires graduate students to enroll for a minimum of
three credits per semester met
Wednesday to discuss ways to get
the University of Montana’s attention.
“We hope to generate ideas for
courses of action graduate students could take to voice their
concerns to Dennison,” said Chris
Miller, a clinical psychology grad
student.
Fifteen grad students, in departments varying from intercultural
youth and family development to
geology, attended the meeting.
Miller and Tory Kimpton, clinical
biology grad student and president
of the Psychology Graduate
Student Association, led the meeting.
Students voiced their concerns

on how the credit increase will
affect out-of-state students and
those required to have internships.
“It make no sense to do a service internship that you are paying
the University $2,000 a year to
do,” said Oukin Murphy, a grad
student in intercultural youth and
family development.
Students who participate in the
Peace Corps to fill their internship
requirement would barely be able
to cover tuition with their Peace
Corp stipend, Murphy said.
Biology grad students already
have enough pressure finding
grants and fellowships if they are
doing international research, said
Alex Trillo, a biology grad student.
“It is already relatively hard …
if we have to pay this (increase) it
becomes even harder,” Trillo said.
“(Dennison) is making a blanket policy that will cover all pro-

grams but he’s turning a blind eye
to the differences between programs,” Miller said.
Miller said he would bring the
issue before ASUM to see if any
senator would be willing to sponsor a resolution stating disapproval for the policy. Grad students could also stage a sit-in or
protest during Dennison’s office
hours, Miller said.
Kimpton and Miller proposed
that a committee be formed that
would be composed of at least one
grad student from each department. The committee would help
decide the course of action and
compile information, Kimpton
said.
Another meeting for grad students to discuss concerns and possible responses to the policy will
be held Friday at 5:30 p.m. in the
Skaggs Building Room 117.

Obama raises $25m in 3 months
DAVENPORT, Iowa (AP) –
With a stunning $25 million
fundraising haul for his presidential campaign, Democrat Barack
Obama affirmed his status
Wednesday as Hillary Rodham
Clinton’s chief rival.
The freshman Illinois senator
proved he could channel his
appeal into significant financial
muscle, and he dispelled, for now,
questions about the durability of
his anti-war, “hope”-driven candidacy.

Obama’s three-month money
total stopped just short of the
record $26 million Clinton
brought in. By any measure, it was
an astonishing figure for a political newcomer elected to the U.S.
Senate just two years ago.
Obama was in Iowa Wednesday,
with a rally in Mason City planned
for the afternoon. In an e-mail
message to supporters, he said his
fundraising success represented
“an unmistakable message to the
political
establishment
in

Washington about the power and
seriousness of our challenge.”
His campaign released additional details illustrating the breadth
of Obama’s support. He had
100,000 contributors in the first
quarter, with more than half
donating online for a total of $6.9
million. Clinton, by contrast, had
about 50,000 contributors and
raised $4.2 million online.
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Nancy Pelosi meets with
Syria’s President Assad
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) –
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi held
talks with Syria’s leader
Wednesday despite White House
objections, saying she pressed
President Bashar Assad over his
country’s support for militant
groups and passed him a peace
message from Israel.
The meeting was an attempt to
push the Bush administration to
open a direct dialogue with Syria,
a step that the White House has
rejected.
Congressional
Democrats insist the U.S.
attempts to isolate Syria have
failed to force the Assad government to change its policies.
Rep. Tom Lantos, the head of
the House Foreign Affairs
Committee who was in Pelosi’s
delegation, said the meeting

“reinforced sharply” the potential
benefits of talking to Syria. “This
is only the beginning of our constructive dialogue with Syria and
we hope to build on this visit,” he
told reporters.
On Tuesday, President Bush
denounced Pelosi’s visit to Syria,
saying it sends mixed signals to
Assad’s government. “Sending
delegations doesn’t work. It’s
simply been counterproductive,”
Bush said.
Washington says Syria is fueling Iraq’s violence by allowing
Sunni insurgents to operate from
its territory. It also accuses it of
backing terrorism because of its
support for the Hezbollah and
Hamas militant groups and of
destabilizing the Lebanese government.

www.montanakaimin.com
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in-your-face faith

Hugh Carey/Montana Kaimin

Open Air Outreach representative Eli Brayley faces confrontation from Stacy Shreves, who is a Christian, as others speak of Christian ethics to the crowd by the UC Wednesday.

California gets approval to cut tailpipe emissions
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) –
California can move forward with
its efforts to set the nation’s first
standards to cut tailpipe emissions
from cars, light trucks and sport
utility vehicles, the Environmental
Protection Agency said.
The state has been seeking an
exemption from the federal Clean
Air Act since 2005 to set emissions standards in hopes of reducing greenhouse gases.
The EPA had refused, arguing
that the authority to set fuel economy standards belonged only to

the
U.S.
Department
of
Transportation. The Supreme
Court, however, eliminated that
argument on Monday, ruling that
the EPA has the authority to establish vehicle emissions standards.
That 5-4 ruling could also affect
an auto industry lawsuit seeking to
block the state’s proposed
regulations.
The California regulations were
designed in 2002 to reduce the
emissions from cars and light trucks
by 25 percent and from SUVs by 18
percent starting in 2009.

“We’ve reviewed the issues
within the waiver request,” EPA
spokeswoman Jennifer Wood said
Tuesday. “We’re moving forward
to the next steps of the process.”
The agency next will schedule a
public comment period and public
hearing.
California has special authority
under the federal Clean Air Act to
set its own vehicle emissions standards because it began regulating
air pollution before the federal
government did in the 1970s. Ten
other states have adopted

California’s
standards,
and
Maryland is considering doing so,
but they have to wait to implement
them until the EPA grants
California a waiver.
“It’s clear EPA has to consider
California’s waiver request now,”
said Sean Hecht, executive director of the environmental law center at the University of California,
Los Angeles. “That doesn’t mean
it’s a foregone conclusion with
respect to the waiver request.”
Monday’s court ruling prompted movement Tuesday in a sepa-

rate lawsuit brought by the auto
industry to prevent California
from moving forward with its regulations if it receives the waiver.
The California Air Resources
Board, along with several environmental groups, officially notified U.S. District Judge Anthony
Ishii of the Supreme Court’s decision. In January, he placed the
lawsuit on hold pending a decision
by the court.
It’s unclear what the next step
will be in the case, which is being
heard in federal court in Fresno.
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is to make coal production as
clean and efficient as possible.
Ben Martin, debating for the
government’s side, said that
Montana has 8 percent of the
world’s coal, which gives
Montana “an economic advantage
to pursue this earlier than any
other state does.”
Because the technology is in its
infancy, it is more of a reason to
invest now and lead the way internationally, Martin said.
Clean-coal technology takes
several different forms. In some
techniques, coal is turned into liquid and in others it is turned into a
gas. A crucial part of the process is
the removal of the carbon dioxide
byproduct.
However, it is the storing of carbon dioxide that is most complicated and expensive.
Carbon dioxide, the leading factor in global warming, must be
stored deep underground.
The opposition said that this
could potentially contaminate
drinking water, but the side in
favor said that carbon dioxide
would be stored far from towns
and could even help in the extraction of oil.

The final argument made by
both sides was economic.
The opposition held that investing in clean-coal technologies is
too expensive and supporting
alternative energies could create
just as many jobs.
The government’s group held
that investing in clean coal technologies would create jobs and
invigorate the economy.
The debate came at an interesting time as Schweitzer attempts to
push his initiative through the
State Senate.
The initiative has met with early
setbacks, getting stuck in a committee in the senate.
Republicans say the initiative
was not allowed enough time for
review, while most Democrats are
in support of the governor’s plan.
Evan Barrett, the governor’s
chief business officer, said the initiative would have an impact on
three levels.
Internationally, he said, “We are
doing our part for global climate
change.”
Nationally, it will help the U.S.
become more energy independent.
And in Montana it will “create
economic growth and job opportunities in areas that have been
economically dislocated,” Barrett
said.

REGENT
Continued from Page 1
because on the offhand that the
regent doesn‘t do a good job, we
don’t have to recommend them
again.”
Helling said that the change
would be a welcome one to
provide the student body with
more say.
“This will give more accountability to the student regent.
Before, by the time their term was
over the regent had graduated and
they weren’t really accountable
for anything,” Helling said. “And
there’s a whole group of students
who can’t apply to be student
regent because of the length of the
term, so I think it’s a good move.”
In the meantime, Montana Tech
and others in the university system are excited to see a smallschool perspective represented on
the Board of Regents.
“Kerra will keep the perspectives of small schools foremost in
conversation by bringing her perspective to the situation,” said
Mike Johnson, Montana Tech’s
vice chancellor for institutional
advancement and development.
An issue especially important to
Melvin and schools like Montana
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Tech is credit transfer among colleges and universities in and
around Montana.
“If you start school somewhere
in the state, you should be able to
finish somewhere else,” Melvin
said.
Johnson also said the system
needs improvement.
“It’s a mess right now the way it
is and it’s something this university system must do better at,”
Johnson said. “Kerra can make
sure those conversations happen.”
But Melvin isn’t the only one
hoping her presence will make
credit transfer a more formative
issue to the Board of Regents.
“The two-year school perspective is an important one,”
Henderson said. “While it is on
the Board of Regents’ radar
screen, the transfer from two-year
schools to four-year schools is a
major concern.”
Melvin said a few changes
would go a long way in Montana’s
future.
“I’m focused on keeping
Montana’s best and brightest in
Montana,” Melvin said. “I’m
looking forward to representing
Montana’s students.”
Melvin’s term as student regent
begins July 1.

Immigrants keeping U.S. city populations afloat
ally include cities and their surrounding suburbs.
Among the findings:
Atlanta added more people than
any other metro area from 2000 to
2006. The Atlanta area, which
includes Sandy Springs and
Marietta, Ga., added 890,000 people, putting its population at about
5.1 million. Gaining the most after
Atlanta were Dallas-Fort Worth,

said. “What most people say to me
is that they see a big difference
between a baggie and a suitcase.”
Personal attacks on public officials are not the right way to voice
displeasure,
said
Angela
Goodhope, a member of Citizens
for Responsible Crime Policy –
the group that pushed for
Initiative 2 and opposed the
amendment.
“I always try to keep things
respectful because I think civility
is what gets things done,” she
said.
Chad Mullman, a member of
the UM chapter of Students for
Sensible Drug Policy, said that
group doesn’t condone “nasty”
comments, either.
“I think it’s completely the
wrong way to go about it,” he
said. “I think people need to hold
their emotions in check. The thing
is, this really goes against the
heart of democracy, and people
hold that very dear.”
Although many of the blog
posts suggest lawsuits or petitions
to recall the public officials who
supported the amendment, both
Goodhope and Mullman said their
groups had no immediate plans to
pursue either course.

Houston, Phoenix and Riverside,
Calif.
On a percentage basis, St.
George in southwest Utah was the
fastest growing metro area from
2000 to 2006. St. George’s population jumped by 40 percent, to
126,000. The next highest percentage increases were in Greeley,
Colo., Cape Coral, Fla., Bend,
Ore., and Las Vegas.

Extra!Extra!

moving from those areas and leaving immigrants to provide the only
source of growth.
The New York metro area,
which includes the suburbs, added
1 million immigrants from 2000 to
2006. Without those immigrants,
the region would have lost nearly
600,000 people.
Without immigration, the Los
Angeles metro area would have
lost more than 200,000, the San
Francisco area would have lost
188,000 and the Boston area
would have lost 101,000.
The Census Bureau estimates
annual population totals as of July
1, using local records of births and
deaths, Internal Revenue Service
records of people moving within
the United States and census statistics on immigrants. The estimates released Thursday were for
metropolitan areas, which gener-

Continued from Page 1
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WASHINGTON (AP) – Without
immigrants pouring into the
nation’s big metro areas, places
such as New York, Los Angeles
and Boston would be shrinking as
native-born Americans move farther out.
Many smaller areas, including
Battle Creek, Mich., Ames, Iowa,
and Corvallis, Ore., would shrink
as well, according to population
estimates to be released Thursday
by the Census Bureau.
“Immigrants are filling the void
as domestic migrants are seeking
opportunities in other places,”
said Mark Mather, a demographer
at the Population Reference
Bureau, a private research organization.
Immigrants long have flocked
to major metropolitan areas and
helped them grow. But increasingly, native-born Americans are
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FACES ON
CAMPUS

From South Korea to UM
MIKE GERRITY
MONTANA KAIMIN

Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

UM sophomore Kalie Druckenmiller is one of five daughters adopted by Jan and Craig Druckenmiller,
the founders of the Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach.

Ash-snorting a joke,
Keith Richards claims
LONDON (AP) – Off the cuff
or up the nose? That was the question Wednesday as Keith Richards
said he was joking when he
described snorting his father’s
ashes along with a hit of cocaine.
“It was an off-the-cuff remark, a
joke, and it is not true. File under
April Fools’ joke,” said Bernard
Doherty, a Rolling Stones
spokesman, about Richards’ quote
in NME magazine.
But the magazine said on its
Web site that the remark was “no
quip, but came about after much
thinking” by the 63-year-old guitarist.
“He didn’t offer the information, I had to ask him a couple of
questions to get the information
out of him,” said interviewer
Mark Beaumont. “He didn’t come
straight out with that.”
In the interview, Richards was
quoted as saying: “The strangest
thing I’ve tried to snort? My
father. I snorted my father.
“He was cremated and I couldn’t resist grinding him up with a
little bit of blow. My dad wouldn’t
have cared ... It went down pretty
well, and I’m still alive.”

Montana Kaimin
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Richards’ father, Bert, died in
2002, at 84.
In a statement posted on the
Rolling Stones Web site, Richards
said:
“The complete story is lost in
the usual slanting! The truth of the
matter is that I planted a sturdy
English Oak. I took the lid off the
box of ashes and he is now growing oak trees and would love me
for it!!! I was trying to say how
tight Bert and I were. That tight!!!
I wouldn’t take cocaine at this
point in my life unless I wished to
commit suicide.”

Rather than the stereotypical
new car or a trip to some exotic
resort, Kalie Druckenmiller’s
high school graduation gift was a
trip to her birthplace in South
Korea, and a chance to find her
birth mother.
Kalie, a sophomore at the
University of Montana, is one of
five daughters adopted by Jan
and Craig Druckenmiller from
Bozeman.
In 1998 they founded the
Sacred
Portion
Children’s
Outreach in the higher regions of
the island Luzon in the
Philippines, as a means of
improving the quality of life for
orphaned children.
They also serve on the board
of directors of the Rehoboth
Children’s Home, a temporary
shelter for abandoned and neglected children in the region.
When Kalie’s adoptive parents
flew her out to South Korea after
her senior year of high school,
they attempted to locate her mom
via the adoption papers she had
to sign when Kalie was born.
Their search, however, resulted
in a dead end when they looked
up the identification number her
mother gave.
“She put a fake one down,”
Kalie said.
Kalie said that she can forgive
her mother’s decision not to disclose her identity because of the
social pressure women in her
position faced.
“It’s not so much that she
never wanted me to find her,”
Kalie said. “If it was found out
about her that she had a child out
of wedlock, she would have been
shunned.”
Kalie said she considers her
adoptive parents who took her in,
raised her and cared for her to
this day her real parents.
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“I don’t feel like my life is less
of a life because I was never able
to meet her,” Kalie said.
Yet, for her, one regret still
lingers.
“I at least wanted to be able to
see her,” Kalie said. “I always
think that if you are born true to
your real parents, people judge
you about it a lot like, ‘Oh you’re
going to look like your dad when
you grow up’ or ‘You’re going to
look like your mom.’ And that’s
not even really an option for me.
I don’t even have a picture. I
have no clue what she looks
like.”
Though she didn’t meet her
birth mother, Kalie was able to
meet and talk with the foster
mother who cared for her until
the Druckenmillers adopted her
when she was 5 months old.
She was also able to learn
about her genetic background
and was relieved to know he was
not at high risk for any inherited
disorders.
“It’s good to know that I’m not
going to go blind in the next year
or something like that,” Kalie
said.
While in South Korea, Kalie
got the chance to see the effect
life without parents can have on
the social skills of children when
she visited an orphanage there.
“Some of the kids won’t even
play with you. It’s just really
hard to see that,” Kalie said.
The year before her trip to
South Korea, Kalie made her last
visit to the Rehoboth Children’s
Home and got a chance to see it
in its completed form.
The Children’s Home consists
of two large houses, each headed
by a married couple that acts as a
mother and father to the entire
house. Each house is also furnished with several bedrooms,
bathrooms and playrooms.
A clinic is also located around

the back of the home for mothers
to come have their children
delivered if they cannot afford to
go to nearby hospitals.
One of the most innovative
features of the Children’s Home
is its learning center that helps
foster educational development
at an early age.
“Because my background is in
child development, I have been
working with several orphanages
in the Philippines in helping
them develop early-learning programs that will stimulate the
children’s development,” Jan
said.
As she walked the street
around the surrounding area,
Kalie was able to witness the
harsh reality of living conditions
outside the sanctuary of the
orphanage.
“They’re really bad,” Kalie
said. “A lot of people just live in
a tarp with a TV in it, or four
walls of concrete. The whole
family just lives in this little
area.”
To help reduce the number of
older children who often go
overlooked by potential adoptive
parents in favor of babies, Jan
and Craig also started a summer
camp program in Bozeman that
brings children to Montana for
four weeks to live with a host
family and also give them an
opportunity to meet potential
adoptive families.
“We have done this program
for four summers and it has had
an 85 percent success rate in
finding adoptive families for
these older orphans,” Jan said.
While studying at UM as a
print journalism major, Kalie
said she wants to become even
more involved with her parents’
work for children.
“I was adopted,” Kalie said,
“and I don’t know what would
have happened to me if I wasn’t.”
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Ferriter back on field, possibly on MTV
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN

In most cases, college athletes
would be thrilled to have a play of
theirs make a show on MTV.
Unless that show is MTV’s
“Scarred,” which features some of
the ugliest injuries and scars from
around the country.
University of Montana wide
receiver Mike Ferriter, who will
be a junior next year, has been
contacted by MTV about meeting
with them and doing a story on an
injury he received last season.
While an appearance on MTV
might work as a good pickup line
downtown, not everyone is
impressed.
“I could care less,” UM head
football coach Bobby Hauck said
of Ferriter’s potential debut on
cable television.
On Nov. 25 against McNeese

State, in the first-round playoff
game, Ferriter caught a pass, made
a move and fell to the ground. As
he fell, he stuck his left arm out to
brace his fall. That move would
cost him the rest of the season.
Ferriter’s left forearm essentially broke at a 90-degree angle,
breaking both bones in his forearm and making it appear as
though he had a second elbow.
Ferriter knew right away that it
was broken, but his adrenaline
was so high that he actually stood
up but quickly went back down
after seeing his broken forearm.
“It was just kind of hanging
there by the skin almost,” said
Ferriter, who caught 28 passes for
354 yards last season.
He said seeing the injury wasn’t
as bad as hearing it.
“The worst thing was the actual
snapping sound,” he said.
The play happened on McNeese

State’s sideline, so most of the
Griz coaches and players didn’t
get to see the injury until after the
game on film or when the still shot
was circulated on the Internet.
UM wide receiver Eric Allen
said he saw the photograph afterward and it made quite an impact
on him.
“It’s one of the most disgusting
things I’ve ever seen,” Allen said.
UM running back Lex Hilliard,
who missed the McNeese State
game with an Achilles injury, saw
a picture of it afterward and it
brought back some childhood
memories.
“I was like, dang, it’s Gumby,”
Hilliard said.
Ferriter had to be carried off
the field and taken to the training room to be tended to. Things
didn’t get any better for Ferriter
after leaving the field.
“They had to reset it, which was
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the most painful thing I’ve ever
been through,” he said.
The following Monday he went
in for surgery and had two plates
and 14 screws put in his forearm,
which are there for good.
After four months of rehab for
the injury, Ferriter said the forearm is in good shape but not yet
100 percent. He said the biggest
issue is his flexibility and arm
strength.
Ferriter said at first he was concerned that the injury might affect
his playing career and that he
might not be able to regain the
strength back in his arm.
He said he should be more than
ready by the start of the 2007 season.
Hauck said while the injury
looked bad, it’s not as serious or
long lasting as some injuries.
“Frankly, from a competitive
standpoint a broken bone is not as

big a deal as a joint injury,” Hauck
said.
Ferriter said he hasn’t watched
the play on film, but he has seen
the still shot. He said it’s just not
something he’s gone out of his
way to do.
Ferriter said after suffering an
injury like that there is a mental
aspect that he has to deal with
when stepping onto the field.
“I can still feel the injury so
there’s definitely a mental factor
that’s there and has to be dealt
with,” he said.
Hauck said so far from what
he’s seen this spring, Ferriter is
handling things well and he
should be a big part of next year’s
talented receiving corps that will
be returning its top-five wide
receivers.
Hopefully next year all the
breaks will go his way.

UM footbaggers set to kick off annual showcase
BILL ORAM
MONTANA KAIMIN

Kicking a ball isn’t hard, but
doing it with style can be considerably more difficult.
It’s truly awesome to watch
someone kick it over his or her
head, then between the legs while
spinning, all so fast that you wish
life came with a remote control so
you could rewind and watch it
again. And maybe again.
Such a display is typical practice for
members of the Missoula Footbag
Alliance. An ASUM-recognized student group, the club is comprised of
around 10 regular members who share
a passion for the sport of footbagging.
It’s not hacky sack – as the footbaggers
are quick to point out. Footbagging is
more of an individual sport in which
the goal is to challenge yourself to
string together as many tricky combinations – with sport names like “your
mom,” “bed-wetter” and, for those
who are supposedly too fast to follow
with the naked eye. “blur,” “blizzard”
and “mirage” – as possible.
“You play by your own rules,”
founder and UM graduate Evan
Lovely said, though the basic idea
is to string together a set of tricks
before passing the sack on to

another player. “It’s not really
competitive. You push yourself.
You’re trying to do better than you
did last week.”
Last summer Lovely traveled to
Europe – along with another club
member – to participate in the
World Footbag Championships,
where
he
placed
42nd.
The group formally came into existence in early 2003 when Lovely,
along with a small group of friends,
needed a consistent indoor place to
be able to play during the winter. As
an ASUM group, they can rent a
room in the UC at no cost. Always
looking for new members, no matter how inexperienced, they meet
every Wednesday either on the Oval
or on the third floor of the UC.
Members like to get together with
other footbaggers, and literally, just
kick it.
“I just love kicking around a
bag,” said club president Kevin
Crowley, a UM junior. “I don’t like
exercising really, except hiking and
kicking around a sack.”
The Missoula Footbag Alliance
does take it upon itself to give
back to the community through
various programs in schools, as
well as the annual Montana
Freestyle Jam, to be held this

Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin

UM junior Riley Stark, former student Jeremiah Bechard-Somberg, Hellgate freshman Mikey Moore and senior Michaela Davis, clockwise from left, play
foursquare during one of the Missoula Footbag Alliance’s meetings Wednesday.

month in Caras Park.
It was at an after-school program at C.S. Porter Middle School
that Lovely and the rest of the
group got to know Mikey Moore.
Moore got involved with footbagging and it quickly became one of
his passions, as he regularly
attends club sessions at UM.
“It’s a sport that actually doesn’t
base on one thing,” said Moore, now a
sophomore at Hellgate High School.
“It’s more open. It’s freestyle.”
However, Moore is grateful for the
group for reasons beyond giving him a
new sport to play. Last year they helped
give him hope when he was battling for
his life.

About a year ago, Moore was
diagnosed
with
leukemia.
Through the Freestyle Jam, the
alliance raised upwards of $500 to
help the Moore family with
expenses – such as food and lodging – while Moore was in Seattle
working with doctors.
“That was ultimate kindness,”
Moore said. “That was the best
thing that could happen.”
One year and a hip bone-marrow transplant later, Moore is now
cancer-free and back to performing mind-boggling combos.
The fourth annual Freestyle
Jam, slated for April 28, will be
the biggest of any of the past

events, said event director Hugh
Healow. The first two years the
event was held, it was simply a
small event held on the Oval,
according to Lovely. Last year,
however, ASUM gave the alliance
enough funding to make the move
downtown. This year it will be
complete with freestyle exhibitions by footbaggers, flamethrowers, jugglers, skateboarders and
kayakers. Workshops will also be
offered at the no entry-fee event.
“The festival got to the point
where we thought we could move
to Caras Park to incorporate the
whole town,” Lovely said.
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Teeny-boppers should quit getting role models from the sports section
Thursday, April 5, 2007

Kaimin Note: The Montana
Kaimin softball team got off to a
rough start on Tuesday, dropping
its season-opening game 14-6.
The Kaimin was hindered by shoddy play by the males on its team,
who combined for at least 46
errors. With apologies to ‘80s pop
star Denise Williams, “Let’s hear
it for the boys, let’s give the boys a
hand.”
Georgian Note: Screw March
Madness; the greatest sporting
event kicks off today in Augusta,
Ga. Tiger wins the Masters by four
strokes.

Quick, what do University of
Montana
quarterback
Cole
Bergquist and Paris Hilton have in
common?
If you answered that they both
have made a name for themselves
by handling balls, then you’re
only partially correct. Hell, if you
jotted down that they both have
great legs, you’re getting warmer.
No, the correct reason is that by
today’s standards, both are considered role models.
This notion was never really a
problem for me until this most

The 19th hole
by Danny Davis

recent winter break when (in a
weekly segment that we are calling “let’s exploit my family to fill
up column space”) the lil’ sister
informed me that one of her
heroes was Hilton. Yes, this is the
same Hilton whose claim to fame
was answering her cell phone during sexual intercourse.
Of course, one person I could
never see my sister molding herself after is Stephanie Trudeau.
Trudeau, a UM junior who stands
all of 5-foot-2 (pushing 5-foot-6
with her favorite pair of new brown
stilettos on) is a St. Ignatius native
who recently represented Montana
in the Miss USA pageant. And quite
frankly, the girl is just too nice to be
a role model.

Montana lineman speaks
out on Sooner dismissal
A University of Montana football player made national headlines
Wednesday for comments he made regarding his departure from the
University of Oklahoma.
In a story that was first reported by the Tulsa World, but ended up
on the front page of ESPN.com, Griz offensive lineman J.D. Quinn
said he believes that he and former teammate Rhett Bomar were
unfairly kicked off the University of Oklahoma football team for violating NCAA rules.
Early last fall, it was found that Quinn received $8,137.17 from a
Norman, Okla., car dealership for work he did not do, a violation of
NCAA bylaws.
“All I did was take cash,” Quinn was quoted as saying. “I didn’t
break any laws and I get kicked off the team, but there’s people on the
team that are breaking laws and failing drug tests and stuff like that,
and there’s nobody getting kicked off the team for that type of stuff.”
Quinn did not specifically name any individuals who had participated in such acts, nor did he say the problem was confined to just
Oklahoma.
Quinn transferred to Montana soon after his dismissal from OU but
was ineligible to play last season. Bomar, a quarterback who received
nearly $7,500, has since transferred to Sam Houston State.
Both players were ordered to pay restitution to charities of their
choice, and Quinn told the Tulsa World that he had donated $5,000 to
the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation’s Dallas Chapter. The
remaining money will also go to that foundation when Quinn gets the
money.
As of Wednesday afternoon, the UM athletic department had made
Quinn unavailable to the media. Attempts by the Kaimin to reach UM
head coach Bobby Hauck for comment were also unsuccessful.
- Kaimin Sports staff

Kaimin
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If the Kaimin was a
bunch of Ninja Turtles,
we’d be Leonardo.
Arts would probably
be Michaelangelo.
They’re weird like that.
And while we’re on the
subject of the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles,
don’t go see the new
movie, it looks awful.
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I mean, she was named Miss
Congeniality at the pageant, an
award that is given to the contestant who gets along best with her
fellow contestants. When not on
the pageant circuit, Trudeau works
at a local nursing home, proving
that honking your horn at them
because they are driving 20 mph
in their 1988 snow white Buicks
isn’t the only way for our generation to interact with the elderly.
In the Kaimin office on
Wednesday afternoon, I tried in
vain to get Trudeau to appeal more
to the MTV generation by talking
smack about the fellow contestants. I wanted her to give me
something awesome like that Miss
Washington was a bitch and that
Miss Nebraska wardrobe wasn’t
flattering at all; instead, I got that
Miss Idaho was incredibly nice
and that Miss New Jersey was a
sweetheart.
“I tried not to compare myself
to the other contestants since they
were six-foot and runway models
and I am not,” Trudeau humbly
admitted, ruining my chances of
getting a great quote about how
Miss North Carolina was ugly and

that it was a miracle Miss Maine
was even in the competition.
I wanted juicy gossip and
instead I was given a basket of
broken dreams. No sexy catfights,
no pageant divas, not even a negative comment about the legendary
hair of Donald Trump, who owns
the pageant.
I was scrambling for reasons to
explain why the gaggle of teenage
girls that occasionally congregates
at my home should mention
women like Trudeau in the same
sentence as Paris and the Pussycat
Dolls. Then I remembered she was
in a beauty pageant and I’ve been
told that teenage girls are all about
the glitz and the glamour!
Unfortunately, then Trudeau
rebuked the stereotypes associated
with beauty pageants, proudly
boasting that she holds a seconddegree black belt in tae kwan do
and admitted that she had recently
bought her first pair of high heels
to practice for the competition.
She also is an exercise science
major who plans on resuming
classes in the summer. She took
the semester off since the competition took her outside of Montana

for nearly a month.
Sigh.
In reality, it’s a real shame that
kids don’t have better role models
like Trudeau in their lives. Sure,
LeBron James can dunk, but how
do those that enrich anybody’s
life? NBA Hall-of-Famer Charles
Barkley once famously stated that
he was not a role model, later stating that it wasn’t healthy for kids
to be thinking they could be athletes, because chances are they
won’t be.
My point is that we, as a society, need to quit lifting athletes and
celebrities up to god-like peaks
and having our youth worship
them. There is no need to look to
Washington-Grizzly Stadium on
Saturdays or watch MTV for five
straight hours just to find someone
to look up to, when there are plenty of worthy candidates in our
own backyards.
Doctors, community leaders
and even that hard-working janitor
who just picked up a stray cheeseburger wrapper are the true role
models. Even if they can’t hit a
jump shot.

Legendary Grambling coach dead at 88
RUSTON, La. (AP) - Former
Grambling coach Eddie Robinson,
who created a football powerhouse at the small, black college
in northern Louisiana that turned
out hundreds of NFL players, has
died. He was 88.
The soft-spoken coach spent
nearly 60 years at Grambling State
University, where he set a standard for victories with 408 and
nearly every season saw his top
players drafted by NFL teams.
Doug Williams, a Super Bowl
MVP quarterback was one of
them. Williams said Robinson
died shortly before midnight
Tuesday. Robinson had been
admitted to Lincoln General
Hospital on Tuesday afternoon.
"For the Grambling family this
is a very emotional time,"
Williams said. "But I'm thinking
about Eddie Robinson the man,
not in today-time, but in the day
and what he meant to me and to so
many people."
Robinson's career spanned 11
presidents, several wars and the
Civil Rights Movement. His older
records are what people will
remember: In 57 years, Robinson
compiled a 408-165-15 record.
Until John Gagliardi of St. John's,

Minn., topped the victory mark
four years ago, Robinson was
known as the winningest coach in
all of college football.
"The real record I have set for
over 50 years is the fact that I have
had one job and one wife,"
Robinson said.
Robinson had been suffering
from Alzheimer's, which was
diagnosed shortly after he was
forced to retire following the 1997
season, in which he won only
three games. His health had been
declining for years and he had
been in and out of a nursing home
during the last year.
Robinson said he tried to coach
each player as if he wanted him to
marry his daughter.
He
began
coaching
at

Grambling State in 1941, when it
was still the Louisiana Negro
Normal and Industrial Institute,
and single-handedly brought the
school from obscurity to international popularity.
Robinson sent over 200 players
to the NFL, including seven firstround draft choices and Williams,
who succeeded Robinson as
Grambling's coach in 1998.
Others went to the Canadian
Football League and the nowdefunct USFL.
Robinson was forced to retire
after the 1997 season, after the
program fell on tough times.
Robinson is survived by his
wife, son Eddie Robinson Jr., and
daughter Lillian Rose Robinson.

News
Alabama woman arrested
for a DUI on horseback
12

SYLVANIA, Ala. (AP) – A
woman used a horse to ram a
police car during a midnight ride
through town and was charged
with driving under the influence,
police said.
DUI charges can apply even if
the vehicle has four legs instead of
wheels, Chief Brad Gregg said
Tuesday.
Police in the northeast Alabama
town received a call around midnight Saturday about someone riding a horse on a street, Gregg said.
“Cars were passing by having to
avoid it, and almost hitting the
horse,” he said.
An officer found Melissa

Byrum York, 40, on horseback
and tried to stop her, Gregg said.
“She wouldn’t stop,” he said.
“She kept riding the horse and
going on.”
After ramming the police car
with the horse and riding away,
York tried to jump off but caught
her foot in a stirrup, Gregg said.
The officer took her into custody
and found she had crystal
methamphetamine,
a
small
amount of marijuana, pills and a
small pipe, the chief said.
The horse, which belonged to
York, “wasn’t in the best of health,
but it’s still alive,” Gregg said.
York was charged with DUI on

suspicion of riding the horse under
the influence of a controlled substance; the nature of the substance
was unclear Wednesday. She also
was charged with drug possession,
possession of drug paraphernalia,
resisting arrest, assault, attempting
to elude police and cruelty to animals.
York was released from the
DeKalb County jail on a $4,000
bond and was transferred to a jail
in another county on an unrelated
charge, Gregg said.
It was unclear Wednesday
whether York had a lawyer. A
message was left with DeKalb
sheriff’s officials.
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Friendly fire might
have killed 2 in Iraq

Thursday, April , 2007

WASHINGTON (AP) – Two
soldiers killed in Iraq in February
may have died as a result of
friendly fire, Army officials said
Wednesday.
The Army said it is investigating the deaths of Pvt. Matthew
Zeimer, 18, of Glendive, Mont.,
and Spc. Alan E. McPeek, 20, of
Tucson, Ariz., who were killed in
Ramadi, in western Iraq on Feb. 2.
The families of the two soldiers
were initially told they were killed
by enemy fire.
According to Army Col. Daniel
Baggio, unit commanders in Iraq
did not initially suspect they were
killed by U.S. forces, but an investigation by the unit has found that
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may be a possibility.
A supplemental report filed
Feb. 28 suggested that the initial
reports might be wrong but that an
investigation was still under way,
he said. It took another month
before the families of the two soldiers were told, on March 31, that
friendly fire was suspected.
Wednesday’s disclosure comes
on the heels of the announcement
last week that nine high-ranking
Army officers, including four generals, made critical errors in
reporting the friendly fire death of
Army Ranger Pat Tillman in
Afghanistan. The military found
no criminal wrongdoing in the
shooting of the former NFL player.

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Orange Tabby Cat w/purple collar but no tag.
Male/fixed very friendly and talkative. Contact Mary
880-7802

Lost: Black Oakley sunglasses in GBB on 4/2, call 406824-2400 My name is Ira Matt, thanks for putting this
in the Kaimin. Can it be published wed, thur, fri
please.

PERSONALS

Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711

Worried? Find out for sure. Free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing…243-4330

HELP WANTED
WANTED

We pay up to 75
Www.GetPaidToThink.com

dollars

per

survey.

On-Call, Part-time Aide needed at children's shelter.
Please call 549-0058 to inquire.

k iosk
Looking for Great Summer Job. See today's Upward
Bound display ad in the Kaimin.

WHITE WATER RAFTING GUIDES WANTED: Position(s)
available with Wind River Canyon Whitewater,
Thermopolis Wyoming. Job duties include:
Professional guiding of commercial rafting trips in
class 3+ whitewater, preparing/cooking lunch on river
trips, managing equipment, assisting with transportation, and other assigned duties. Pay DOE. Some training required for new employees. Call WRCW at (307)
864-9343 or e-mail trips@wyoming.com for details or
to apply.
Looking for a responsible, energetic individual with
childcare experience to care for my 2 young children
over the summer. Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm.
Must have dependable car with current insurance. Pay
DOE. References required. Please fax resume to 5436043 or email to bethandersn@bresnana.net

Temporary summer positions for custodial staff and
grounds crew May 15 through Aug 25. M-F 7:30-4:00
Applications available at UM Residence Halls, Turner
Hall Rm 101 or University Villages, Elkhorn Court,
Missoula. Application deadline April 11

Summer Employment opportunity on Flathead Lake!
Busy resort and restaurant hiring all positions for
summer season. Please contact Kasey at 805-8015266

SUMMER JOB. Live-in and work on a well established
guest ranch in the Blackfoot Valley. Includes room and
board, a monthly wage and chance for a bonus. Cabin
and dining room crews and driver/dishwasher needed. Early May to the end of Sept. Call Connie (ell)
544-5348 or (home) 422-5414.

Summer Jobs- Receive contact information now for
summer employment at US National Parks, Western
Dude Ranches and Theme Parks. You must apply early.
Www.summerjobs-research.org
Hiring cashiers pt/ft shifts, apply at sevenar 5310
Grant Creek
Lawn/Landscaping work. Flex hours, 721-6367. Must
have own vehicle
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The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day

R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/day

LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Watson Children's Shelter needs assistant aide for
light housekeeping: Sun-Sat. 9:00pm-11:00pm; MonFri. 11:00pm-6:30am; Sat-Sun. 11:00pm-8:00am.
$7.75 per hour Call 549-0058 or visit our website
www.watsonchildrensshelter.org

SUMMER '07 LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP 28 days/earn
$1000/4 Gen Credits. Fort Knox, Kentucky. Must have
above 2.5 GPA and be physically fit. Airfare, Lodging,
Food included. No obligation for attendance. Call
Dean Roberts at the UM Dept of Military Science @
243-4400 or email dean.roberts@mo.umt.edu.

WANTED- Summer position available at Lake Coeur
d'Alene home for responsible individual, prefer college student 20years or older. Must be hard working
and experienced in housekeeping and cooking. Live in
separate cottage, meals provided. At least 40 hours
per week. Approximately June 1-September 15.
Wages $10.50 per hour or higher depending on experience. Nonsmoking. Send resume to Coeur d'Alene
Land Company, Box 2288, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE

1987 VW Cabriolet convertible 100k, runs great,
$1500. 543-4006.

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS 251-6611

Cheap Charley's Mini Storage-Spring special- pay 2
mos/3rd mo FREE. Tour our facility- get a FREE lock.
721-7277

MISCELLANEOUS

WHY RENT? Own your own condo for $74,995
www.mycreeksidecondo.com

UM Student Group is holding "Hygiene Drive" for
Missoula's Poverello Center. April 5th-15th. Donations
of any toiletry and household cleaning items are
greatly appreciated and can be made at 1107 Gerald
Ave. Call 406-461-1319 with any questions.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
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